ACTIVE SPARE PARTS MANAGEMENT
OPTIMIZED INVENTORY.
ACTIVE SPARE PARTS MANAGEMENT

A spare parts inventory tailored to the machines on hand, production processes, and maintenance strategy; the optimum definition, identification, and procurement of parts; and timely delivery: you can achieve all of this through active spare parts management with Uhlmann. We optimize your spare parts inventory in four stages.

In addition, you receive machine-related spare parts packages geared to your requirements.

- **Wearing parts package:** Parts subject to operational wear, e.g., suction cups and inking rolls
- **Spare parts package:** Parts, the wear of which is not apparent, e.g., frequency converters and motors
- **Maintenance parts package:** Parts, the replacement of which is decided in the course of servicing, e.g., chains and cams

All packages comprise original manufacturer parts. We also offer the option of putting the packages together more specifically in line with your needs and specifications. These are likewise based on the four stages.

FOUR STAGES TO A TAILORED SPARE PARTS INVENTORY

1. **Stage 1:** We analyze which parts are used more than once in your Uhlmann machines and define an appropriate quantity for each spare part.

2. **Stage 2:** A target/actual comparison reveals whether your inventory needs adjusting and how best to do it.

3. **Stage 3:** Parts that can be supplied overnight are no longer included in the inventory or the spare parts packages.

4. **Stage 4:** Parts required for a scheduled service are supplied by us in good time – and you save storage costs.
ACTIVE SPARE PARTS MANAGEMENT

MORE ADDED VALUE

- Equivalent or improved spare parts in the case of modified designs or parts no longer available.
- Update of the spare parts inventory: we check the parts and bring them up to date as necessary.
- Preassembled units for quicker installation, in some cases as replacement assemblies.
- Regular information on new and interesting facts concerning spare parts management.

YOUR BENEFITS

- Tailored spare parts inventory with updated parts.
- Up to 50 percent lower costs.
- Cost-benefit oriented machine availability.

ServicePlus:
Active spare parts management is also part of our ServicePlus. This offers you a tailored service package with clearly defined, contractually agreed availability and response times.
www.uhlmann.de/ServicePlus

Uhlmann E-Shop:
Our multimedia, online inquiry, information, and ordering system permits the convenient internet ordering of thousands of spare parts – round the clock, seven days a week.
www.e-shop-uhlmann.de

FMECA:
The analysis of all the components of your Uhlmann machine or line, an assessment of the probability of their failure, and the definition of preventive measures so that you always remain one step ahead of a machine standstill. This is possible with FMECA.
www.uhlmann.de/fmeca

Learn more about Uhlmann services.
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